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Optimized Power Control for Over-the-Air
Computation in Fading Channels
Xiaowen Cao, Guangxu Zhu, Jie Xu, and Kaibin Huang
Abstract—Over-the-air computation (AirComp) of a function
(e.g., averaging) has recently emerged as an efficient multiple-
access scheme for fast aggregation of distributed data at mobile
devices (e.g., sensors) at a fusion center (FC) over wireless
channels. To realize reliable AirComp in practice, it is crucial to
adaptively control the devices’ transmit power for coping with
channel distortion to achieve the desired magnitude alignment of
simultaneous signals. In this paper, we solve the power control
problem. Our objective is to minimize the computation error by
jointly optimizing the transmit power at devices and a signal
scaling factor (called denoising factor) at the FC, subject to
individual average power constraints at devices. The problem is
generally non-convex due to the coupling of the transmit powers
at devices and denoising factor at the FC. To tackle the challenge,
we first consider the special case with static channels, for which
we derive the optimal solution in closed form. The derived power
control exhibits a threshold-based structure: if the product of
the channel quality and power budget for each device, called
quality indicator, exceeds an optimized threshold, this device
applies channel-inversion power control; otherwise, it performs
full power transmission. We proceed to consider the general
case with time-varying channels. To solve the more challenging
non-convex power control problem, we use the Lagrange-duality
method via exploiting its “time-sharing” property. The derived
power control exhibits a regularized channel inversion structure,
where the regularization balances the tradeoff between the signal-
magnitude alignment and noise suppression. Moreover, for the
special case with only one device being power limited, we show
that the power control for the power-limited device has an
interesting channel-inversion water-filling structure, while those
for other devices (with sufficiently large power budgets) reduce
to channel-inversion power control. Numerical results show that
the derived power control significantly reduces the computation
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I. INTRODUCTION
Future Internet-of-Things (IoT) networks are envisioned
to comprise an enormous number of mobile devices (e.g.,
sensors) for enabling big-data applications such as smart
cities and realizing edge artificial intelligence (AI) [1], [2].
Therefore, how to efficiently aggregate massive data dis-
tributed at dense devices is becoming increasingly important.
A technology called over-the-air computation (AirComp) has
recently emerged as a promising multi-access scheme for such
fast wireless data aggregation (WDA), especially in ultra-low-
latency and high-mobility scenarios (e.g., for patrolling drones
or emergency medical devices) [3]. In AirComp, a fusion
center (FC) can exploit the signal-superposition property of
a multiple-access channel (MAC), for efficiently averaging
the simultaneously transmitted data by many devices in an
analog manner. With proper pre-processing at devices and
post-processing at the FC, AirComp can perform not just aver-
aging but compute a class of so-called nomographic functions
of distributed data such as geometric mean and polynomial.
Recently, the applications of AirComp have expanded from
sensor networks towards networks supporting edge machine
learning [4], [5].
The idea of AirComp was first proposed in the pioneering
work [6], where structured codes were designed for reliable
functional computation over a MAC by exploiting the inter-
ference caused by simultaneous transmissions. Building upon
this work, it was proved that the simple uncoded analog
transmission is optimal in achieving the minimum distortion in
a network with independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.)
Gaussian data sources [7]. However, coding is required for
distortion minimization in other scenarios with, e.g., bivariate
Gaussian distributed [8] and correlated Gaussian distributed
data sources [9]. In another line of research, AirComp with
uncoded analog transmission was investigated from the signal
processing perspective. For instance, in wireless sensor net-
works, linear decentralized estimation with static channels was
studied in [10], while, the optimal distortion outage perfor-
mance for AirComp was investigated in [11], where an outage
happens when the estimation error or distortion exceeds a
predetermined threshold. A so-called “AirShare” design in [12]
was presented for resolving the synchronization problem in
distributed transmission, in which the FC broadcasts a shared
clock to all devices. More recently, the multiple-input-multiple-
output (MIMO) technique was explored in [13], [14] to
enable vector-valued AirComp targeting multi-modal sensing,
2in which zero-forcing precoding at sensors and aggregation
beamforming at FC were jointly designed for minimizing
the computation error measured by the mean squared error
(MSE). Along this vein, the authors in [15] integrated MIMO
AirComp with wireless power transfer (WPT) to enable self-
sustainable AirComp for low-power devices. Besides, a blind
MIMO AirComp without requiring channel state information
(CSI) was proposed in [16] for low-complexity and low-
latency IoT networks, while an intelligent reflecting surface
assisted AirComp system was investigated in [17]. In addition,
AirComp also finds applications beyond distributed sensing
in wireless sensor networks. For example, a compute-and-
forward scheme for wireless relaying systems was presented
in [18], in which based on a similar idea like AirComp,
the relay computes linear functions of messages sent from
sources and forwards them to destinations for robust decoding.
Moreover, the authors in [4], [5] applied AirComp in the
federated learning system to enable communication-efficient
collaborative AI-model training by leveraging distributed data
at edge devices.
To enable reliable AirComp over fading channels, it is
crucial to adapt the devices’ transmit power to channel states
for coping with channel distortion caused by noise and fad-
ing, thereby achieving the desired signal-magnitude alignment
at the FC. Despite extensive research, most prior work on
AirComp assumes the simple channel-inversion power control
(or equivalently zero-forcing precoding in the MIMO case)
at devices, such that their transmitted signals are perfectly
aligned in magnitude at the FC receiver to yield the desired
function [4], [5], [13]–[15], [17]. However, the scheme is sub-
optimal and can severely degrade the AirComp performance in
the presence of deep fading. Specifically, it is well known that
channel inversion may significantly enhance noise, especially
when devices are subject to stringent power constraints, a
typical case for sensors. It has been well established that
optimal power control over fading channels is crucial to
approach the performance limit of wireless communication
systems [19] (e.g., for achieving the capacity in point-to-point
fading channels [20], [21] and cognitive radio systems [22]–
[24]). For the same reason, it is equally important to investigate
optimal power control for AirComp over fading channels. This
topic, however, is a largely uncharted area. Although there
exist relevant studies on the optimal power control to minimize
the MSE for decentralized estimation [10], [11], they focus on
the static channel scenario with a total power constraint for all
devices. The scenario does not fit the AirComp system of our
interest. This motivates the current work.
In this paper, we consider an IoT network with AirComp
over a fading MAC, where mobile devices simultaneously
transmit the sensing data to the FC for averaging. We in-
vestigate the power control problem for reliable AirComp,
where a general data source model with possibly correlated
observations between devices is adopted. Our objective is to
minimize the computation error (measured by MSE) by jointly
optimizing the transmit power at each device and the signal
scaling factor for noise suppression, called denoising factor,
applied at the FC, subject to devices’ individual average power
constraints. Nevertheless, the MSE minimization requires op-
timally balancing the tradeoff between reducing the error in
signal alignment (required for averaging) and suppressing the
noise. This also leads to a challenging optimization problem
due to its non-convexity arising from the coupling of the
control variables, namely the transmit powers and denoising
factor. Through the joint design, the derived power control
contributes a new dimension for reducing the computation
error in AirComp. The main contributions of this work are
summarized as follows.
• Power control for static channels: In this case, the
channels are fixed in time but vary over devices. The
original problem is reduced to a non-convex optimization
problem. The derived power-control policy in closed
form is found to have a threshold-based structure. The
threshold is applied on a derived quality indicator at
each device which accounts for both the power budget
of the device and its channel power gain. It is shown that
if the quality indicator exceeds the optimized threshold,
the device applies channel-inversion power control; oth-
erwise, it performs full power transmission. Furthermore,
asymptotic analysis is provided to show the behaviour of
the optimal policy for high and low signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) regimes, corresponding to channel inversion and
full power transmission, respectively.
• Power control for time-varying channels: In this case,
the channels vary both in time and over devices. Due to
the coupling of the power control at devices and time-
varying denoising factor, the formulated problem is a
more challenging non-convex problem. But the problem
is shown to satisfy the “time-sharing” condition, and thus
the strong duality holds between the original problem
and its dual problem. This motivates us to leverage the
Lagrange-duality method to solve the problem. As a
result, the optimal power-control policy over devices and
fading states is derived to have the structure of regular-
ized channel inversion, where the regularization has the
function of balancing the signal-magnitude alignment and
noise suppression. Moreover, for the special case with
only one device being power limited, we show that the
optimal power control policy for this device is to combine
channel-inversion and water-filling, while that for other
devices (with sufficiently large power budgets) to perform
channel inversion.
• Simulation: Simulation results are presented to validate
the derived analytical results. It is shown that the derived
power control policy substantially improves the AirComp
performance, compared with conventianal designs such as
uniform or channel-inversion power control. Furthermore,
it is observed that the performance gain over the uniform
power control is marginal in the low SNR regime but
becomes substantial as the SNR increases. This finding
is in sharp contrast with the conventional water-filling
power control for rate maximization targeting communi-
cation over fading channels (see, e.g., [20]), where the
adaptive power control is crucial in the low to moderate
SNR regimes.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The
fading AirComp system is modeled in Section II, where the
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Figure 1. The AirComp system for fast wireless data aggregation.
power control problem for MSE minimization is formulated.
The optimal power-control policy in the special static-channel
case is presented in Section III. The optimal power-control
policy in the general case with time-varying channels is
obtained in Section IV. Finally, simulation results are provided
in Section V, followed by the conclusion in Section VI.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
We consider AirComp over a MAC as shown in Fig.
1, in which one FC aggregates the information from a set
K , {1, . . . ,K} of K ≥ 1 mobile devices each with one
antenna. We consider the case with block fading channels,
where the wireless channels remain unchanged within each
time slot but may change from one slot to another. Let
T , {1, . . . , T } denote the set of time slots of interest, where
T is the number of slots that is assumed to be sufficiently large.
It is assumed that the channel coefficients over different time
slots are generated from a stationary and ergodic stochastic
process. Suppose that the devices record a set of time-varying
parameters of an environment, and the FC needs to recover
the average of the measured data from devices1.
Thus the function of interest at the FC in time slot t is
f˜(t) =
1
K
∑
k∈K
Zk(t). (1)
Instead of directly transmitting Zk(t), we find it convenient to
transmit its normalized version, denoted by sk(t) = g(Zk(t)),
to facilitate power control. The function g(·) denotes the
normalization operation, which is linear and uniform to all
devices, to ensure that {sk(t)} are with zero mean and unit
variance. Upon receiving the average of transmitted data
{sk(t)}, i.e.,
f(t) =
1
K
∑
k∈K
sk(t), (2)
the desired f˜(t) can be simply recovered from f(t) by
applying the following de-normalization operation:
f˜(t) = g−1(f(t)), (3)
where g−1(·) denotes the inverse function of g(·). Due to
the one-to-one mapping between f(t) and f˜(t), we, hereafter,
refer to f(t) as the target-function value in slot t for ease of
exposition.
In an arbitrary time slot t, let hk(t) and bk(t) denote the
channel coefficient from device k to the FC and the transmit
1Other functions such as the geometric mean can also be computed via
proper pre-processing and post-processing [3].
coefficient at device k, respectively. The received signal at the
FC is
y(t) =
∑
k∈K
hk(t)bk(t)sk(t) + w(t), (4)
where w(t) denotes the additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) at the FC receiver with zero mean and variance of
σ2. Assume bk(t)=
√
pk(t)h
†
k
(t)
|hk(t)|
, where pk(t)≥ 0 denotes the
transmit power at device k ∈ K in each time slot t and †
denotes the conjugate operation. Hence, we have2
y(t) =
∑
k∈K
√
pk(t)|hk(t)|sk(t) + w(t). (5)
Upon receiving the signal y(t) in (5), the FC applies the
denoising factor denoted by η(t), to recover the average
message of interest as
fˆ(t) =
y(t)
K
√
η(t)
, (6)
where the post-processing 1/K is used in (6) for averaging.
We are interested in minimizing the distortion of the recovered
average of the transmitted data, with respect to (w.r.t.) the
ground truth average f(t). In any given time slot t, the
distortion is measured by the corresponding instantaneous
MSE defined as
M̂SE(t)=E
[(
fˆ(t)−f(t)
)2]
=
1
K2
E


(
y(t)√
η(t)
−
∑
k∈K
sk(t)
)2
=
1
K2
E


(∑
k∈K
sk(t)
(√
pk(t)|hk(t)|√
η(t)
−1
)
+
w(t)√
η(t)
)2 , (7)
where the expectation is taken over the distribution of the
transmitted signals {sk(t)}. In general, the sensing ob-
servations {sk(t)} can either be statistically independent
or correlated among different devices. In the case when
{sk(t)} are statistically independent among different users
(i.e.,E[si(t)sj(t)] = 0, ∀i 6= j), the instantaneous MSE is
M̂SE(t)=MSE(t),
1
K2

∑
k∈K
(√
pk(t)|hk(t)|√
η(t)
−1
)2
+
σ2
η(t)

 . (8)
Such independent sensing observations have been widely
considered in the literature [5], [7], [13], [15], [17].
In the more general case when {sk(t)} are correlated among
different devices (i.e., E[si(t)sj(t)] = cij , ∀i 6= j), the
instantaneous MSE is given as
M̂SE(t)
=
1
K2

∑
i∈K
∑
j∈K
(√
pi(t)|hi(t)|√
η(t)
−1
)(√
pj(t)|hj(t)|√
η(t)
−1
)
cij+
σ2
η(t)

.
(9)
However, the evaluation of M̂SE(t) requires the perfect knowl-
edge of the cross correlation cij among different devices,
which is difficult to obtain in practice. Moreover, the function
2For simplicity, we assume the availability of perfect CSI at each device
transmitter and the FC receiver. Therefore, the time-varying phase shifts
introduced by channel fading can be perfectly compensated, which allows
us to focus on the transmit power control only. In practice, the CSI can be
obtained at each device via channel estimation based on the downlink pilots
transmitted over the same frequency band from the FC, by using the uplink-
downlink channel reciprocity.
4is complicated due to the coupling between transmission
power at difference devices. As a result, the MSE derived
from the generalized model is intractable for optimization. The
above difficulty can be overcome by deriving a tractable upper
bound given as
M̂SE(t)
=
1
K2
E

(∑
k∈K
sk(t)
(√
pk(t)|hk(t)|√
η(t)
− 1
)
+
w(t)√
η(t)
)2
≤K+1
K2
E

∑
k∈K
s2k(t)
(√
pk(t)|hk(t)|√
η(t)
−1
)2
+
(
w(t)√
η(t)
)2
= (K + 1)MSE(t), (10)
where the inequality follows due to the Cauchy’s inequality
(x1y1 + x2y2 + · · · + xnyn)2 ≤ (x21 + x22 + · · · + x2n)(y21 +
y22 + · · ·+ y2n). Therefore, for the objective of power control
optimization, we can use the upper bound (K +1)MSE(t) as
an approximation of M̂SE(t) when sensing observations are
correlated, and use the exact M̂SE(t) according to (8) when
sensing observations are statistically independent. This leads to
a unified optimization problem that can account for both cases
(up to a difference in the scaling factor in the objective).
Based on (7) and (10), for sufficiently large T (or T →∞),
the time-averaging MSE of interest is given by
MSE = lim
T→∞
1
T
∑
t∈T
MSE(t)
= lim
T→∞
1
T
∑
t∈T
1
K2

∑
k∈K
(√
pk(t)|hk(t)|√
η(t)
−1
)2
+
σ2
η(t)

 , (11)
where the scaling factor (K+1) of MSE(t) for the correlated
sensing case is omitted without any loss in optimality. Note
that the channel coefficients over slots are assumed to be
generated from a stationary and ergodic stochastic process. Let
ν , [h1, · · · , hK ] denote the channel vector comprising the
wireless channel coefficients from the K device transmitters
to the FC receiver, or the fading state [24]. Let ψ(ν) denote
the probability, or the fraction of time, when the channel is
in the fading state ν. Accordingly, we define Eν [f˜(ν)] =∫
ν
f˜(ν)ψ(ν)dν as the expectation of any function f˜(ν) over
fading distributions. By using the stationary and ergodic nature
of the fading channels, the time-average MSE in (11) can be
translated to the following ensemble-average MSE:
MSE = Eν [MSE(t)]
=
1
K2
Eν

∑
k∈K
(√
pk(ν)|hk|√
η(ν)
− 1
)2
+
σ2
η(ν)

 , (12)
where pk(ν) and η(ν) denote device k’s transmit power and
the FC’s denoising factor at any fading state ν, respectively.
Furthermore, in practice, each device k ∈ K is constrained
by an average power budget P¯k. Therefore, we have the
devices’ individual average transmit power constraints as
Eν [pk(ν)] ≤ P¯k, ∀k ∈ K. (13)
Our objective is to minimize MSE in (12), by jointly opti-
mizing the power control {pk(ν)} at devices and the denoising
factors {η(ν)} at the FC, subject to the individual average
transmit power constraints at devices in (13). Therefore, the
optimization problem of interest is formulated as (P1) in the
following, where we omit the constant coefficient 1
K2
in (12)
for notational convenience:
(P1) : min
{pk(ν)≥0},
{η(ν)≥0}
Eν

∑
k∈K
(√
pk(ν)|hk|√
η(ν)
−1
)2
+
σ2
η(ν)


s.t. Eν [pk(ν)] ≤ P¯k, ∀k ∈ K.
It is observed that the objective function of problem (P1)
(i.e., the ensemble-average MSE) consists of two com-
ponents representing the signal misalignment error (i.e.,
Eν
[∑
k∈K
(√
pk(ν)|hk|√
η(ν)
−1
)2]
) and the noise-induced error (i.e.,
Eν [σ
2/η(ν)]), respectively. In general, enlarging η(ν) can
reduce the noise-induced error component but lead to an
increased signal misalignment error (due to limited transmit
power at devices), while reducing η(ν) can suppress the
signal misalignment error (as less power is required for signal
alignment) but at the cost of enhancing the noise-induced error.
Therefore, in problem (P1) of our interest, there exists a funda-
mental tradeoff between minimizing the signal misalignment
error and suppressing the noise-induced error. Moreover, due
to the coupling of the transmit power {pk(ν)} and denoising
factors {η(ν)}, problem (P1) is non-convex in general, and
thus challenging to solve.
III. POWER CONTROL WITH STATIC CHANNELS
In this section, we consider the special case of problem
(P1) with static channels, namely ν remains unchanged over
time. Accordingly, we suppose that different devices apply
fixed transmit power and the FC applies a fixed denoising
factor, i.e., pk(ν) = pk, η(ν) = η, ∀k ∈ K. Furthermore, to
facilitate the subsequent derivation, for each device k ∈ K,
we define the quality indicator as the product of its power
budget and channel power gain (i.e., P¯k|hk|2). Then we make
the following assumption without loss of generality:
P¯1|h1|2 ≤ · · · ≤ P¯k|hk|2 ≤ · · · ≤ P¯K |hK |2. (14)
As a result, problem (P1) is reduced to the following power
control problem:
(P2) : min
{pk≥0},η≥0
∑
k∈K
(√
pk|hk|√
η
− 1
)2
+
σ2
η
s.t. pk ≤ P¯k, ∀k ∈ K.
However, problem (P2) is still non-convex due to the coupling
of {pk} and η. To overcome the challenge, we first optimize
over {pk} with any given η ≥ 0, and then search for the
optimal η. The derived optimal solution exhibits an interest-
ing threshold-based structure as elaborated in the following
subsection.
A. Threshold-Based Power Control Policy
In this subsection, we first present the optimal solution to
problem (P2) by optimizing over {pk} with any given η ≥ 0,
and then searching for the optimal η. First, we consider the
optimization over {pk} with a given η ≥ 0. In this case, we
5decompose problem (P2) into the following K subproblems
each for optimizing pk:
min
0≤pk≤P¯k
(√
pk|hk|√
η
− 1
)2
, (15)
where the constant term σ2/η w.r.t. pk is ignored. It is evident
that the optimal power-control policy to problem (15) for
device k is given by
p∗k = min
(
P¯k,
η
|hk|2
)
. (16)
Next, we proceed to optimize over η. By substituting p∗k in
(16) back to problem (P2), we have the optimization problem
over η as
min
η≥0
F (η) ,
∑
k∈K
(
min
(√
P¯k|hk|√
η
− 1, 0
))2
+
σ2
η
, (17)
with F (η) denoting the objective function w.r.t. η. To solve
problem (17), we need to remove the “min” operation to
simplify the derivation. To this end, we find it convenient to
adopt a divide-and-conquer approach that divides the feasible
set of problem (17), namely {η ≥ 0}, into K + 1 intervals.
Note that each of them is defined as
Fk={η | P¯k|hk|2≤ η ≤ P¯k+1|hk+1|2}, ∀k ∈ {0} ∪ K, (18)
where we define P¯0|h0|2 , 0 and P¯K+1|hK+1|2 → ∞
for notational convenience. Then, it is easy to establish the
equivalence between the following two sets:
{η ≥ 0} =
⋃
k∈{0}∪K
Fk. (19)
Given (19), we note that solving problem (17) is equivalent
to solving the following K + 1 subproblems and comparing
their optimal values to obtain the minimum one:
min
η∈Fk
Fk(η),
k∑
i=1
(√
P¯i|hi|√
η
−1
)2
+
σ2
η
, ∀k ∈ {0} ∪ K, (20)
with Fk(η) denoting the objective function of the k-th sub-
problem. Notice that when k = 0, we have F0(η) = σ
2/η. In
addition, we have
F (η) = Fk(η), ∀η ∈ Fk, ∀k ∈ {0} ∪ K. (21)
More specifically, after solving each subproblem in (20), we
can obtain the optimal solution to problem (17) by comparing
their optimal values {Fk(η∗k)} in (20), where η∗k ∈ Fk denotes
the optimal denoising factor in each interval k ∈ {0}∪K. Let
η∗ denote the globally optimal solution for problem (17). First,
we have the following lemma.
Lemma 1. Given (14), the optimal denoising factor must
satisfy η∗ ≥ P¯1|h1|2, such that device 1 (that with the smallest
quality indicator) should always transmit with full power, i.e.,
p∗1 = P¯1.
Proof: See Appendix A.
Lemma 1 suggests that we only need to focus on solving
each k-th subproblem in (20) with k ∈ K, for which we have
the following lemma.
Lemma 2. For any k ∈ K, the function Fk(η) is a unimodal
function that first decreases in [0, η˜k] and then increases in
[η˜k,∞), where η˜k is the stationary point given by
η˜k =
(
σ2 +
∑k
i=1 P¯i|hi|2∑k
i=1
√
P¯i|hi|
)2
.
Therefore, the optimal solution to the k-th subproblem in (20)
is given by
η∗k = min
(
P¯k+1|hk+1|2, max
(
η˜k, P¯k|hk|2
))
. (22)
Proof: See Appendix B.
By comparing the optimal values {Fk(η∗k)} of the K
subproblems in (20) obtained in Lemma 2, we can obtain the
optimal solution to problem (17). Suppose that η∗ = η∗k∗ ∈
Fk∗ , where
k∗ = argmin
k∈K
Fk(η
∗
k). (23)
Accordingly, the optimal solution to problem (P2) is derived
as follows.
Theorem 1. With k∗ defined in (23), the optimal power
control over static channels that solves problem (P2) has a
threshold-based structure, given by
p∗k =
{
P¯k, ∀k ∈ {1, · · · , k∗},
η∗
|hk|2
, ∀k ∈ {k∗ + 1, · · · ,K}, (24)
where the threshold is given as
η∗ = η˜k∗ =
(
σ2 +
∑k∗
i=1 P¯i|hi|2∑k∗
i=1
√
P¯i|hi|
)2
. (25)
Furthermore, it holds that P¯k|hk|2 ≤ η∗ for devices k ∈
{1, · · · , k∗} and P¯k|hk|2 ≥ η∗ for devices k ∈ {k∗ +
1, · · · ,K}.
Proof: See Appendix C.
Remark 1 (Threshold-Based Optimal Power Control). Based
on the optimal solution to problem (P2), we have the following
insights on the optimal power control for AirComp over
devices in static channels. The optimal power-control policy
over devices has a threshold-based structure. The threshold is
specified by the denoising factor η∗ and applied on the derived
quality indicator P¯k|hk|2 accounting for both the channel
power gain and power budget of device k ∈ K. It is shown that
for each device k ∈ {k∗ + 1, ...,K} with its quality indicator
exceeding the threshold, i.e., P¯k|hk|2 ≥ η∗, the channel-
inversion power control is applied with p∗k =
η∗
|hk|2
; while for
each device k ∈ {1, ..., k∗} with P¯k|hk|2 ≤ η∗, the full power
transmission is deployed with p∗k = P¯k. As shown in (25), the
optimal threshold η∗ is a monotonically increasing function
w.r.t. the noise variance σ2. This says that a larger σ2 leads
to more devices transmitting with full power and vice versa.
The result is intuitive by noting that η∗ also plays another
role as the denoising factor: a large σ2 requires a large η∗ for
suppressing the dominant noise-induced error.
B. Alternative Solution Method
Though we have found the optimal solution above, in this
subsection we further provide an in-depth analysis of k∗ to
reveal more insights that can be exploited for developing faster
algorithms to search for k∗.
Lemma 3. k∗ defined in (23) has the following properties:
1) P¯k∗ |hk∗ |2 ≤ η˜k∗ ≤ P¯k∗+1|hk∗+1|2;
2) P¯k|hk|2 ≤ η˜k−1, ∀k ∈ {1, · · · , k∗} and P¯k|hk|2 ≥
η˜k−1, ∀k ∈ {k∗ + 1, · · · ,K};
3) k∗ = argmink∈K η˜k;
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Figure 2. Optimal power control in static channels with K = 20 and P¯k = 1 W, ∀k ∈ K, where the device indices are arranged to meet the ordering
assumption in (14).
where we define η˜0 →∞.
Proof: See Appendix E.
The three properties of k∗ shown in Lemma 3 suggest three
different ways to search for a unique k∗. Each property in-
volves simple computation of {P¯k|hk|2} and {η˜k} without the
need to further solve the subproblems in (20) to find {Fk(η)},
which significantly reduces the complexity of solving problem
(P2). Notice that the fastest one may be the one using property
3) that only involves computing {η˜k} sequentially and finding
the minimum. Once k∗ is found, we can directly obtain the
optimal transmission power {p∗k} and denoising factor η∗ by
applying Theorem 1.
The correctness of the derived results in Theorem 1 and
Lemma 3 is further verified by an experiment under typical
system settings plotted in Fig. 2. Specifically, it is observed
from Fig. 2(a) that k∗ = 9, as it follows P¯9|h9|2 ≤ η˜9 ≤
P¯10|h10|2 with η∗ = η˜9 = argmink∈K η˜k. Furthermore, for
any device k ∈ {1, · · · , 9}, we have P¯k|hk|2 ≤ η˜k−1; while
for any device k ∈ {10, · · · , 20}, it holds that P¯k|hk|2 ≥
η˜k−1. These observations are consistent with the three prop-
erties obtained in Lemma 3. Besides, as shown in Fig. 2(b),
devices 1−9 transmit with full power while the others transmit
with channel-inversion power control, which confirms the
results derived in Theorem 1.
C. Asymptotic Analysis
In this subsection, we analyze the derived optimal power-
control policy to problem (P2) in two extreme regimes, namely
the high and low SNR regimes, respectively.
In the high SNR regime, i.e., σ2 → 0, it is easy to know
from problem (17) that the MSE is dominated by the mis-
alignment error. Thus we can expect that the channel-inversion
power control is optimal as it minimizes the misalignment
error. Aligned with the intuition, it follows from Lemma 1 that
η∗ = P¯1|h1|2 should be the global minimizer solving problem
(17), and correspondingly we have k∗ = 1 in Theorem 1.
Therefore, the optimal power control and denoising factor are
given by
p∗k =
η∗
|hk|2 , ∀k ∈ K, and η
∗ = P¯1|h1|2. (26)
In the low SNR regime with σ2 →∞, the noise-induced er-
ror becomes dominant, and thereby it is desirable to maximize
η to suppress the noise-induced error, i.e., η∗ ≥ P¯K |hK |2 must
hold. Then we have k∗ = K in Theorem 1. In this case, all
devices should transmit with full power to achieve the optimal
η∗. The optimal power control and denoising factor in this case
are
p∗k = P¯k, ∀k ∈ K, and η∗ = η˜K . (27)
In summary, the above analysis suggests that the optimal
power control reduces to the channel inversion and full power
transmission in the high and low SNR regimes, respectively.
The analytical findings will be substantiated by simulation
results in Section V.
IV. POWER CONTROL WITH TIME-VARYING CHANNELS
In this section, we present the power-control policy from
solving problem (P1) with time-varying channels. In the fol-
lowing, we first consider the general case with any power bud-
get values of {P¯k}, and then consider a special case with only
one device being power limited (i.e., P¯k→∞, ∀k ∈K\{1})
for gaining useful design insights.
A. Power Control Policy over Devices and Fading States
Despite the non-convexity of problem (P1), it can be shown
to satisfy the so-called “time sharing” condition, which refers
to a particular condition that when a non-convex problem
satisfies, the strong duality holds. The condition holds for
many practical communication system where a common finite
radio resource is shared over time, giving the name “time
sharing”. For more details, please refer to Definition 1 in [25].
To proceed with, strong duality holds between problem (P1)
and its Lagrange dual problem [26], and thus we leverage
the Lagrange-duality method to optimally solve problem (P1).
Let µk ≥ 0 denote the dual variable associated with the k-th
constraint in (13), ∀k ∈ K. Then the partial Lagrangian of
problem (P1) is
L({pk(ν), η(ν), µk})
=Eν

∑
k∈K
(√
pk(ν)|hk|√
η(ν)
−1
)2
+
σ2
η(ν)

+∑
k∈K
µk
(
Eν[pk(ν)]−P¯k
)
.
The dual function is
G({µk}) = min
{pk(ν)≥0},{η(ν)≥0}
L({pk(ν), η(ν), µk}). (28)
7It is observed that the dual function in (28) is linear w.r.t.
the dual variable µk but non-convex w.r.t. pk(ν) and η(ν).
Accordingly, the dual problem of problem (P1) is given as
(D1) : max
{µk≥0}
G({µk}). (29)
Since the strong duality holds between problems (P1) and
(D1), one can solve problem (P1) by equivalently solving
its dual problem (D1) [26]. For notational convenience, let
{poptk (ν)} and {ηopt(ν)} denote the optimal primal solution
to problem (P1), and {µoptk } denote the optimal dual solution
to problem (D1). In the following, we first evaluate the dual
function G({µk}) with any given feasible {µk}, and then
obtain the optimal dual solution {µoptk } to maximize G({µk}).
First, we obtain G({µk}) by solving problem (28) with any
given {µk ≥ 0}, which can be decomposed into a sequence of
subproblems each for one particular fading state ν as follows:
min
{pk(ν)≥0},
η(ν)≥0
∑
k∈K
(√
pk(ν)|hk|√
η(ν)
−1
)2
+
σ2
η(ν)
+
∑
k∈K
µkpk(ν). (30)
Note that problem (30) is non-convex. To solve this problem,
we first consider the optimization over {pk(ν) ≥ 0} with
given η(ν), which can be decomposed into K subproblems as
follows, each for one device k ∈ K:
min
pk(ν)≥0
(√
pk(ν)|hk|√
η(ν)
− 1
)2
+ µkpk(ν). (31)
Lemma 4. The optimal solution to problem (31) is given as
p∗k(ν) =
( √|hk|2η(ν)
|hk|2 + η(ν)µk
)2
. (32)
By replacing {pk(ν)} with {p∗k(ν)} in Lemma 4, problem
(30) becomes a single-variable optimization problem over
η(ν):
min
η(ν)≥0
∑
k∈K
η(ν)µk
|hk|2 + η(ν)µk +
σ2
η(ν)
. (33)
Let γ(ν) = 1/η(ν), and thus problem (33) becomes a convex
optimization problem over γ(ν), which is shown as
min
γ(ν)≥0
∑
k∈K
1
λk(ν)γ(ν) + 1
+ γ(ν)σ2, (34)
with λk(ν) , |hk|2/µk. By checking the first-order derivative
of the objective function in problem (34) w.r.t. γ(ν), it follows
that the optimal solution γ∗(ν) to problem (34) must satisfy
the following equality:∑
k∈K
λk(ν)
(λk(ν)γ∗(ν) + 1)
2 = σ
2. (35)
Based on (35), the optimal γ∗(ν) can be efficiently found by
a bisection search, though a closed-expression is not admitted.
As a result, the optimal solution to problem (33) is obtained
as η∗(ν) = 1/γ∗(ν). With the optimal η∗(ν) in hands, we
can get the optimal power control {p∗k(ν)} based on (32) in
Lemma 4, by replacing η(ν) as η∗(ν). Therefore, problem
(30) is finally solved with any given {µk}, and the dual
function G({µk}) is also accordingly obtained.
Next, we search over {µk ≥ 0} to maximize G({µk})
for solving problem (D1). Since the dual function G({µk})
is concave but non-differentiable in general, one can use
subgradient based methods such as the ellipsoid method [27],
to obtain the optimal {µoptk } for problem (D1). Notice that for
the objective function in problem (28), the subgradient w.r.t.
µk is Eν(p
∗
k(ν))− P¯k, ∀k ∈ K. By replacing {µk} in Lemma
4 as the obtained optimal {µoptk }, the optimal solution to (P1)
is presented as follows.
Theorem 2. The optimal power-control policy over devices
and fading states to problem (P1) are given as
poptk (ν) =
( √|hk|2ηopt(ν)
|hk|2 + ηopt(ν)µoptk
)2
, ∀k ∈ K, ∀ν,
where {ηopt(ν)} can be obtained via a bisection search based
on (35) with {µoptk }.
Remark 2 (Regularized Channel Inversion Power Control).
The optimal power control {poptk (ν)} in Theorem 2 are
observed to follow an interesting regularized channel inversion
structure, with denoising factors {ηopt(ν)} and dual vari-
ables {µoptk } acting as parameters for regularization. More
specifically, it is observed that for any device k ∈ K, if
µoptk > 0 holds, the average power constraint of device k
must be tight at the optimality due to the complementary
slackness condition (i.e., µoptk (Eν [p
opt
k (ν)] − P¯k) = 0), and
thus this device should use up its transmit power budget based
on the regularized channel inversion power control over fading
states; otherwise, with µoptk = 0, device k should transmit with
channel-inversion power control without using up its power
budget.
Furthermore, the following theorem shows that with
Rayleigh fading channels, the average power constraints at all
devices should be tight. Intuitively, this is due to the fact that in
this case, deep channel fading may occur over time, and thus
sufficiently large transmit power is required for implementing
the regularized channel inversion power control.
Theorem 3 (Rayleigh Fading). With Rayleigh fading, where
the channel coefficient hk’s are independent circularly sym-
metric complex Gaussian (CSCG) random variables with zero
mean and variance of σ2h, i.e., hk ∼ CN (0, σ2h), ∀k ∈ K,
it must hold at the optimal solution to problem (P1) that
Eν [p
opt
k (ν)] = P¯k, ∀k ∈ K. In other words, the average power
constraints must be tight for all the K devices.
Proof: See Appendix F.
B. Special Case with Only One Power-Limited Device
To get more insights, we consider a special K-device case,
in which only one device, say device 1, is subject to the aver-
age power constraint and all the other devices have sufficiently
high power budgets (i.e., P¯k → ∞, ∀k ∈ K \ {1}). Note that
such a special case is of practical relevance. One example is
that one device has low battery power compared with others.
As another example, there may exist one device located in the
remote region farther away the FC than other devices. In such
cases, other devices need to reduce their power to meet the
signal-magnitude alignment requirement, and the said device
becomes the bottleneck of the system (more severe path loss).
As a result, the transmit power constraints at all the other
devices may become inactive at the optimal point. This is
8thus equivalent to the case with one single transmit power
constraint. To proceed with, problem (P1) reduces to
(P3) : min
{pk(ν)≥0},{η(ν)≥0}
Eν

∑
k∈K
(√
pk(ν)|hk|√
η(ν)
−1
)2
+
σ2
η(ν)


s.t. Eν [p1(ν)] ≤ P¯1. (36)
First, as each device k ∈ K \ {1} has unconstrained transmit
power, it is evident that with any given {η(ν)}, the optimal
power control has the following channel inversion structure:
p⋆k(ν) =
η(ν)
|hk|2 , ∀k ∈ K \ {1}, ∀ν. (37)
By substituting the optimal p⋆k(ν), ∀k ∈ K\{1}, ∀ν, problem
(P3) boils down to the optimization over η(ν)’s and p1(ν)’s,
i.e.,
min
{p1(ν)≥0},{η(ν)≥0}
Eν

(√p1(ν)|h1|√
η(ν)
−1
)2
+
σ2
η(ν)

 (38)
s.t. Eν [p1(ν)] ≤ P¯1.
Next, for problem (38), we first optimize {η(ν)} with any
given {p1(ν)}, in which the optimal {η(ν)} is given as
η⋆(ν) =
(
σ2 + p1(ν)|h1|2√
p1(ν)|h1|
)2
, ∀ν. (39)
By substituting {η⋆(ν)} into problem (38), the remaining op-
timization over {p1(ν)} corresponds to the following convex
optimization problem:
min
{p1(ν)≥0}
Eν
[
σ2
σ2 + p1(ν)|h1|2
]
(40)
s.t. Eν [p1(ν)] ≤ P¯1.
The optimal solution to problem (40) is obtained by applying
the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions, as given in the
following.
Lemma 5. The optimal power-control policy of the power-
limited device 1 in problem (40) is given by
popt1 (ν) =
√
σ2√
µopt1 |h1|2
(
|h1| −
√
µopt1 σ
2
)+
, ∀ν, (41)
where (x)+ = max{0, x} and µopt1 denotes the optimal La-
grange multiplier associated with the average power constraint
of (36) that can be obtained via a bisection search to enforce
the equality Eν(p
opt
1 (ν)) = P¯1.
Proof: See Appendix G.
Combining (37), (39), and Lemma 5, the optimal solution
to problem (P3) is summarized in the following theorem.
Theorem 4. For the special case with device 1 being power
limited, the optimal power-control policy to problem (P3) are
given as
popt1 (ν) =
√
σ2√
µopt1 |h1|2
(
|h1| −
√
µopt1 σ
2
)+
, ∀ν,
poptk (ν) =
ηopt(ν)
|hk|2 , ∀k ∈ K \ {1}, ∀ν.
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Figure 3. Optimal power control of power-limited device 1 with P¯1 = 1 W
and σ2 = 1, where the wireless channels follow i.i.d. Rayleigh fading with
average channel gains normalized.
The optimal denoising factors are
ηopt(ν) =

σ2 + popt1 (ν)|h1|2√
popt1 (ν)|h1|


2
, ∀ν.
From Theorem 4, it is first evident that we have popt1 (ν) = 0
and ηopt(ν) → ∞ when the channel gain of device 1 is no
larger than the threshold
√
µopt1 σ
2, i.e., |h1| ≤
√
µopt1 σ
2.
Furthermore, by taking the first-order derivative of popt1 (ν)
w.r.t. |h1|, it is observed that the optimal power control popt1 (ν)
is first increasing in |h1| ∈
(√
µopt1 σ
2, 2
√
µopt1 σ
2
]
and then
decreasing in |h1| ∈
[
2
√
µopt1 σ
2,∞
)
. Substituting popt1 (ν)
into ηopt(ν), it is also observed that ηopt(ν) is first decreasing
in |h1| ∈
(√
µopt1 σ
2, 2
√
µopt1 σ
2
]
and then increasing in
|h1| ∈
[
2
√
µopt1 σ
2,∞
)
.
Remark 3 (Channel-Inversion Water-Filling Power Control).
It is observed from Theorem 4 that the optimal power control
of the power-limited device 1 follows a water-filling type
structure: there exists a water level (i.e.,
√
µopt1 σ
2), such that
when the channel gain is larger than this level, it transmits with
positive power; otherwise, it keeps silent without transmission.
Furthermore, once transmitting, the transmit power is inversely
proportional to the channel gain. Therefore, we name this
solution as channel-inversion water-filling power control. The
specialty of the solution lies in the non-monotonic relationship
between the transmit power and the channel gain. Specifically,
as the channel gain decreases till 2
√
µopt1 σ
2, the power-
limited device 1 should increase the transmit power popt1 (ν)
for the purpose of compensating the channel fading to enforce
signal-magnitude alignment. When the channel gain continues
to decrease from 2
√
µopt1 σ
2 to
√
µopt1 σ
2, the power-limited
device 1 should reduce popt1 (ν) as the channel is too noisy
and thus costly to be compensated. When the channel gain
is smaller than
√
µopt1 σ
2, device 1 keeps silent to abandon
the channel in deep fade to save energy for other fading
states. This is in sharp contrast to the conventional water-
9filling power control for throughput maximization in point-
to-point fading channels, with monotonically non-decreasing
power control w.r.t. the channel gains. The derived optimal
structure is verified by simulation results shown in Fig. 3 under
typical system settings, where the transmit power of power-
limited device 1 is plotted under varying channel gains (see
the solid curve).
Remark 4 (Misalignment Error versus Noise Enhancement).
As suggested by Theorem 4 and illustrated in Fig. 3, the
optimal denoising factor {ηopt(ν)} exhibits a “V” shape w.r.t.
the channel gain: as the channel gain decreases, ηopt(ν) sees a
trend of first decreasing and then increasing. The phenomenon
can be better explained by dividing the channel gain values
into two regimes (see Fig. 3), namely, the noise-limited regime
(with low channel gains) and the misalignment-limited regime
(with high channel gains). The two regimes put different
priorities on suppressing noise and enforcing signal-magnitude
alignment for computation error minimization. Specifically,
in the noise-limited regime, the FC should increase the de-
noising factor ηopt(ν) for noise suppression, while signal-
magnitude alignment becomes secondary. In contrast, in the
misalignment-limited regime, the computation error is dom-
inated by the misalignment error. Thus the optimal power
control makes best effort to align signal-magnitude but at a
cost of elevating noise-induced error. Similarly, the analytical
result is confirmed by simulation results shown in Fig. 3,
where the denoising factor is plotted against the varying
channel gains (see the dashed line).
C. Low-Complexity Power Control Design
So far, we have obtained the optimal solution to problem
(P1) with fading channels, where both the transmit power
at devices and denoising factors at the FC depend on the
instantaneous channel gains. Therefore, the implementation of
such an optimal design requires the FC to collect the CSI
from all devices and broadcast the adopted denoising factors
at each fading state for power control. This, however, leads to
frequent signaling with large overhead. To tackle this issue, in
this subsection, we propose a low-complexity design, in which
each device implements the truncated-channel-inversion power
control over a portion of fading states (with large channel
gains) to perfectly align the signal in magnitude, and the
truncation threshold ξk at each device k ∈ K is designed
independently, such that the device’s available transmit power
is fully used for reducing the computation error. Besides, the
FC sets the denoising factors unchanged over different fading
states, i.e., η(ν) = η, ∀ν, to minimize the signaling overhead.
In this case, we have the power control as
pk(ν) =
{
η
|hk|2
, if |hk|2 ≥ ξk,
0, otherwise.
(42)
Accordingly, the MSE in problem (P1) is re-expressed as
Eν

∑
k∈K
(√
pk(ν)|hk|√
η
−1
)2+ σ2
η
=K−
∑
k∈K
Eν [Ik(ν)]+
σ2
η
, (43)
where Ik(ν) is defined as an indicator function for the event
of channel inversion based on |hk|2 at each fading state ν,
shown as
Ik(ν) =
{
1, if |hk|2 ≥ ξk,
0, otherwise.
(44)
Under the above truncated-channel-inversion power control
design, problem (P1) reduces to a joint optimization problem
over η and {ξk}, i.e.,
min
η≥0,{ξk≥0}
K −
∑
k∈K
Eν(Ik(ν)) +
σ2
η
(45)
s.t. Eν
[
Ik(ν)η
|hk|2
]
≤ P¯k, ∀k ∈ K. (46)
To solve problem (45), we first find {ξk} with given η and
then search for the optimal η∗. Note that at the optimality, the
constraints in (46) must be tight. Thus, we have
Eν
[
Ik(ν)η
|hk|2
]
= P¯k, ∀k ∈ K. (47)
With any given η, the optimal {ξ∗k} is obtained by a bisection
search based on (47). Substituting {ξ∗k} into problem (45), we
can then obtain η∗ accordingly by a one-dimensional search.
Remark 5 (Signaling Overhead Reduction). Note that the
optimal power control requires the instantaneous CSI to design
the real-time η(ν) and power control {pk(ν)} over each fading
state against the channel fluctuation in a centralized manner at
the FC. Unlike the optimal power control, the low-complexity
design only requires channel distribution information at the
FC to design a uniform η over all fading states in an offline
manner. Via broadcasting η to devices prior to transmission, ξk
can be found at each device locally based on (47) without any
real-time signaling. Therefore, this dramatically reduces the
implementation complexity and overhead needed for power
control, but at a cost of compromised performance.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we provide simulation results to validate the
performance of the proposed power control for AirComp over
fading channels. In the simulation, the wireless channels from
each device to the FC over fading states follow i.i.d. Rayleigh
fading, such that hk’s are modeled as i.i.d. CSCG random
variables with zero mean and unit variance. For each device
k ∈ K, we define ρk , E
[
P¯k|hk|
2
σ2
]
= P¯k/σ
2 as the expected
receive SNR. We apply the Monte-Carlo method to obtain
numerical results by averaging over 104 random realizations.
A. Benchmark Schemes
In the case with static channels, we consider two benchmark
schemes for performance comparison, namely the full power
transmission defined in (27), and the traditional-channel-
inversion modified from (26) by including a truncation opera-
tion that cuts off the channel if its gain is below a pre-specified
threshold ξ. The truncation operation is added to account for
the practical fact that a channel in deep fade will cause outage
and thus should be abandoned in real system implementation.
In the case with time-varying channels, we consider the
uniform power control and traditional-channel-inversion as
two benchmark schemes for comparison. To be specific, in
the uniform power control scheme, each device transmits with
fixed power equal to the expected power budget regardless the
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channel state, namely pk(ν) = P¯k, ∀ν, where a uniform de-
noising factor in the FC is applied as η = mink∈K Eν [P¯k|hk|2]
from Lemma 1. The traditional-channel-inversion in the cur-
rent case implements its counterpart for static case separately
for each fading state with a uniform instantaneous power
constraint set to be its expected value P¯k.
B. Performance of AirComp in Static Channels
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(a) Uniform expected receive SNR case.
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(b) Heterogenous expected receive SNR case.
Figure 4. Comparison of the number of devices on the MSE of AirComp in
static channels, where the average receive SNR of the K devices is set as 0
dB.
The MSE performance of AirComp in the static-channel
case with independent observations is compared with that of
two benchmark schemes introduced in the previous subsec-
tions. The varying number of devices K is considered in
Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), under the equal and unequal receive SNR
scenarios, respectively, where the average receive SNR of the
K devices is set as 0 dB.3 Firstly, it is observed that the MSE
achieved by all the three schemes decreases as K increases,
due to the fact that the FC receiver can aggregate more data
for averaging. Secondly, the proposed power control consid-
erably outperforms both of the full power transmission and
3 To ensure fair comparison, the total power budgets for the equal and
unequal receive SNR scenarios are set to be the same. More specifically, in
the equal-receive-SNR scenario, we have ρk = 5 dB, ∀k ∈ K; in unequal-
receive-SNR scenario, the receive SNRs are set as ρ5i−4 = 2.7 dB, ρ5i−3 =
4.5 dB, ρ5i−2 = 0 dB, ρ5i−1 = 5.4 dB, ρ5i = 6.4 dB, ∀i = {1, ...,K/5}
with each value of K .
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Figure 5. Comparison of the average receive SNR on the MSE of AirComp
in static channels with K = 20.
traditional-channel-inversion schemes throughout the whole
regime of K . The full power transmission outperforms the
traditional-channel-inversion scheme when K is small (i.e.
K ≤ 12 in Fig. 4(a)), but the performance compromises as
K increases, due to the lack of power adaptation to reduce
the misalignment error. Besides, it is interesting to observe
that the MSE achieved under the equal-receive-SNR scenario
in Fig. 4(a) is lower than that under the unequal-receive-
SNR scenario in Fig. 4(b), although the total transmit power
budgets of the K devices are identical. This is because that
the computation performance of AirComp is constrained by
the device with the lowest power budget.
We further consider the varying average receive SNR in
Fig. 5, which is equal for all devices with K = 20. It is
observed that the achieved MSE by all schemes decreases
with the average receive SNR increasing, and the proposed
power control outperforms the other two benchmark schemes
throughout the whole receive SNR regime. With low receive
SNR, the full power transmission has the same performance
as the proposed power control, and both of them outperform
the traditional-channel-inversion scheme. This is because that
the full power transmission significantly suppresses the noise-
induced error that is dominant for the MSE in this case.
As the receive SNR increases, the performance gap between
the proposed power control and the full power transmission
becomes large, while the traditional-channel-inversion scheme
becomes close-to-optimal due to the perfect signal-magnitude
alignment. This coincides with our asymptotic analysis for
static channels in Section III-C.
C. Performance of AirComp in Time-Varying Channels
For the case with time-varying channels, we compare the
MSE performance of AirComp with independent observations
with that of two benchmark schemes introduced before. The
varying number of devices K is considered in Figs. 6(a)
and 6(b) under the equal and unequal receive SNR scenar-
ios, the same as those defined in Fig. 4. Firstly, the MSE
achieved by all schemes decreases as the number of devices
K increases. Secondly, throughout the whole K regime, the
proposed power control outperforms the other three schemes
while the low-complexity design is observed to be close-
to-optimal, showing its effectiveness. Besides, the uniform
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(a) Uniform expected receive SNR case.
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(b) Heterogenous expected receive SNR case.
Figure 6. Comparison of the number of devices on the MSE of AirComp in
time-varying channels, where the average receive SNR is set to be 5 dB.
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Figure 7. Comparison of the average receive SNR on the MSE of AirComp
in time-varying channels with K = 20.
power control achieves better performance than the traditional-
channel-inversion scheme, but the performance compromises
quickly as K increases due to the lack of power adaptation
to the channel fluctuation. Comparing Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), it
is further observed that the MSE in the unequal-receive-SNR
scenario is lower than that in the equal-receive-SNR scenario.
These observations are generally consistent with Fig. 4 in the
static channel case.
Besides, the varying average receive SNR is considered in
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Figure 8. MSE performance of AirComp with the imperfect CSI.
Fig. 7, which is uniform for all devices with K = 20. It
is observed that, for all schemes, the MSE decreases as the
receive SNR increases. The proposed power control performs
consistently well throughout the whole receive SNR regime.
It is further observed that, the performance gap between the
proposed and uniform power control is small in the low-
receive-SNR regime while the gap becomes large at the
high-receive-SNR regime. This shows the effectiveness of
power control optimization, especially in the high-receive-
SNR regime. Particularly, when the receive SNR is 20 dB, both
the proposed power control and low-complexity design achieve
up to two orders of magnitude AirComp error reduction, as
compared to the uniform power control. It is interesting to
emphasize that such phenomena is in sharp contrast to the
power control for rate maximization in conventional wireless
communication systems over fading channels (e.g., single-user
point-to-point channels), where the adaptive power control
(e.g., water-filling [20]) is more crucial in the low to moderate
SNR regimes.
D. Effect of Imperfect CSI
In practice, due to the channel estimation error, the CSI
can be imperfect at both the device transmitters and the FC
receiver. To gain more insights, we show the the MSE per-
formance of AirComp with the imperfect CSI by considering
the static-channel case with K = 20, shown in Fig. 8, for
which the system parameters are set same as for Fig. 5. In
the simulation, we model the imperfect CSI by considering
hk = h¯k + ǫk, ∀k ∈ K, where h¯k denotes the estimated CSI
and ǫk denotes the estimation error at device k ∈ K, which is
around 50% of the ground truth channel gain. By comparing
Fig. 8 versus Fig. 5, it is observed that in the low-receive-
SNR regime (e.g., -5 dB), the MSE values with imperfect
CSI in Fig. 8 are similar as those with perfect CSI in Fig.
5, especially for the proposed power control and full power
transmission. This is due to the fact that in this case, the MSE
performance is dominated by the noise and thus the channel
estimation error has negligible influence. By contrast, in the
high-receive-SNR regime (e.g., 20 dB), the MSE values with
imperfect CSI in Fig. 8 are much higher than those with perfect
CSI in Fig. 5. This is because that the MSE performance
is dominated by the signal-misalignment error, such that the
channel estimation error becomes significant. The observation
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Figure 9. Comparison of the average receive SNR on the MSE of AirComp
in static channels with K = 20, where the observations are correlated.
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Figure 10. Comparison of the average receive SNR on the MSE of AirComp
in time-varying channels with K = 20, where the observations are correlated.
aligns with the intuition that the MSE performance is more
sensitive to the accuracy of channel estimation in the high-
receive-SNR regime.
E. Effect of Correlated Observations
Finally, we evaluate the the exact MSE performance (i.e.
M̂SE(t)) of AirComp with correlated observations targeting
static-channel and time-varying-channel cases respectively in
Figs. 9 and 10, for which the system parameters are set as
the same as those for Figs. 5 and 7, respectively. In this
case, the sensing values at devices are assumed to follow
the multivariate Gaussian distribution with mean Θz and
covariance matrix Σz, and thus the PDF is given by
pz =
1
(2π)
K
2 |Σz| 12
exp
(
−1
2
(z−Θz)TΣ−1z (z−Θz)
)
.
Note that the covariance matrix can be decomposed into Σz =
D
1
2CzD
1
2 , where D is a diagonal matrix with the diagonal
elements collecting the variances of the elements of z, which
are set to be 1, and Cz is a correlation matrix that is assumed
to follow the linear exponent autoregressive structure [28]:
Cz =


1 c c2 · · · ck−1
c 1 c · · · ck−2
· · · · · · · · · · · ·
ck−1 ck−2 ck−2 · · · 1

 , (48)
where c ∈ [0, 1) represents the level of correlation, and we set
c = 0.1 here. We substitute the optimized power control policy
derived in Theorems 1 and 2 into (9) to show the resultant
MSE performance in static-channel and time-varying-channel
cases, respectively. By comparing Fig. 9 with Fig. 5, it is
observed that the trend of the exact MSE performance for
static-channel case in Fig. 9 follows that in Fig. 5. Similar
observations can be also made for the time-varying-channel
case by comparison between Figs. 10 and 7.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
This work solved the power control optimization prob-
lem for an AirComp system operating over a fading MAC.
We presented the power-control policy for different cases.
In the case with static channels, the derived power control
exhibited a threshold-based structure, where a device should
transmit either using channel-inversion policy or with full
power depending on a derived quality measure of the device.
In the case with time-varying channels, the proposed power-
control policy had a regularized channel inversion structure,
where the regularization balances the tradeoff between the
signal-misalignment error reduction and noise suppression.
Furthermore, for the special case that there exists only one
power-limited device in AirComp system, this device should
adopt channel-inversion water-filling power control over fad-
ing states, while other devices with unlimited power budgets
should transmit with channel-inversion power control. Re-
markable performance gain in terms of AirComp accuracy was
observed in the comparison with heuristic designs, necessitat-
ing the optimal power control for reliable AirComp.
This current work also opens several directions for further
investigation, as briefly discussed in the following to motivate
future work.
• One direction is to design practical online power-control
policy for energy harvesting AirComp, in which the
sensors are each powered by energy harvesting devices
such as solar and wind energy sources (instead of fixed
power supply in this paper). The key challenge lies in the
power adaption under the energy harvesting constraints
that are imposed due to the randomness and intermittence
of energy arrivals [29].
• Another interesting direction is to explore AirComp co-
operation or interference control for large-scale AirComp
over multiple FCs in IoT networks, which needs to bal-
ance the radio resource allocation at FCs for interference
suppression and computation error reduction.
APPENDIX
A. Proof of Lemma 1
Consider the case with η ∈ F0, for which the problem (17)
(or (20)) can be expressed as
min
η∈F0
F0(η) = min
0≤η≤P¯1|h1|2
σ2
η
. (49)
It is evident that the optimal solution to problem (49) is η∗0 =
P¯1|h1|2, therefore, η∗0 = P¯1|h1|2 can achieve a lower MSE
value than any η < P¯1|h1|2. As a result, it must hold that
η∗ ≥ P¯1|h1|2 for problem (17). Accordingly, it follows from
(16) that device 1 should always transmit with full power, i.e.,
p∗1 = P¯k . This completes the proof.
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B. Proof of Lemma 2
With any given k ∈ K, the first-order derivative of the
objective function Fk(η) w.r.t. η is derived as
F
′
k(η) =
√
η
∑k
i=1 P¯i|hi|2 −
∑k
i=1 P¯i|hi|2 − σ2
η2
. (50)
It is easy to check that the equation F
′
k(η) = 0 has a unique
solution given by
η˜k =
(
σ2 +
∑k
i=1 P¯i|hi|2∑k
i=1
√
P¯i|hi|
)2
. (51)
It also follows that when η ≥ η˜k, we have F ′k(η) ≥ 0;
while when η ≤ η˜k, we have F ′k(η) ≤ 0. Therefore, the
function Fk(η) is monotonically decreasing over η ∈ [0, η˜k]
and monotonically increasing over η ∈ [η˜k,∞). In this case,
by comparing the achieved function values of Fk(η) at the
boundary points of P¯k|hk|2 and P¯k+1|hk+1|2, and that at the
stationary point η˜k, we have the optimal solution η
∗
k to problem
(20) shown in (22). Therefore, Lemma 2 is proved.
C. Proof of Theorem 1
Note that the threshold-based optimal power-control policy
in (24) can be easily obtained by combining (16) and η∗.
Therefore, to complete the proof, it only remains to show η∗ =
η∗k∗ = η˜k∗ . Based on (22), we can prove this by equivalently
showing that η∗k∗ 6= P¯k∗ |hk∗ |2 and η∗k∗ 6= P¯k∗+1|hk∗+1|2.
Towards this end, we first have the following lemma:
Lemma 6. For any k ∈ K, we have P¯k|hk|2 ≤ η˜k ⇐⇒
P¯k|hk|2 ≤ η˜k−1 and P¯k|hk|2 ≥ η˜k ⇐⇒ P¯k|hk|2 ≥ η˜k−1,
where we define η˜0 →∞.
Proof: See Appendix D.
First, we show η∗k∗ 6= P¯k∗ |hk∗ |2 by contradiction. Suppose
that η∗ = η∗k∗ = P¯k∗ |hk∗ |2, which is the globally optimal
solution to problem (17). As P¯k∗ |hk∗ |2 lies in both regions of
Fk∗−1 and Fk∗ , it is evident that P¯k∗ |hk∗ |2 is also optimal
for both minη∈Fk∗−1 Fk∗−1(η) and minη∈Fk∗ Fk∗(η) in (20)
for k = k∗ − 1 and k∗, respectively. Therefore, based on
(22), it must follow that P¯k∗ |hk∗ |2 ≤ η˜k∗−1 and P¯k∗ |hk∗ |2 ≥
η˜k∗ , respectively. Notice that η˜k∗−1 6= η˜k∗ 6= P¯k∗ |hk∗ |2, and
therefore, the two equations contradict with Lemma 6. As a
result, the presumption of η∗k∗ = P¯k∗ |hk∗ |2 cannot be true.
Therefore, we have η∗k∗ 6= P¯k∗ |hk∗ |2.
Next, we can also show η∗k∗ 6= P¯k∗+1|hk∗+1|2 via a similar
proof technique based on contradiction, for which the details
are omitted for brevity.
Therefore, combining the above two cases together with
(22), it must hold that η∗ = η∗k∗ = η˜k∗ . Therefore, Theorem
1 is proved.
D. Proof of Lemma 6
Essentially, Lemma 6 says that P¯k|hk|2− η˜k and P¯k|hk|2−
η˜k−1 have the same sign. First, we consider P¯k|hk|2 − η˜k. It
follows that
P¯k|hk|2−η˜k
= Ak
[∑k
i=1
√
P¯i|hi|(
√
P¯k|hk|−
√
P¯i|hi|)−σ2∑k
i=1
√
P¯i|hi|
]
.
Note that Ak ,
√
P¯k|hk| +
(
σ2+
∑
k
i=1
P¯i|hi|
2
∑
k
i=1
√
P¯i|hi|
)
and
∑k
i=1
√
P¯i|hi|(
√
P¯k|hk| −
√
P¯i|hi|) =∑k−1
i=1
√
P¯i|hi|
(√
P¯k|hk|−
√
P¯i|hi|
)
. By defining
J(k) ,
k−1∑
i=1
√
P¯i|hi|
(√
P¯k|hk| −
√
P¯i|hi|
)
− σ2, (52)
with J(1) , −σ2, we have
P¯k|hk|2 − η˜k
=
[√
P¯k|hk|+
(
σ2+
∑k
i=1P¯i|hi|2∑k
i=1
√
P¯i|hi|
)](
J(k)∑k
i=1
√
P¯i|hi|
)
. (53)
It thus follows from (53) that the sign of P¯k|hk|2− η˜k is same
as that of J(k). We then have
P¯k|hk|2 ≤ η˜k ⇐⇒ J(k) ≤ 0, ∀k ∈ K, (54)
P¯k|hk|2 ≥ η˜k ⇐⇒ J(k) ≥ 0, ∀k ∈ K. (55)
Next, we consider P¯k|hk|2 − η˜k−1. Similarly as for (53), it
follows based some simple manipulations that
P¯k|hk|2 − η˜k−1
=
[√
P¯k|hk|+
(
σ2+
∑k−1
i=1P¯i|hi|2∑k−1
i=1
√
P¯i|hi|
)](
J(k)∑k−1
i=1
√
P¯i|hi|
)
, (56)
where we define η˜0 → ∞. Thus, the sign of P¯k|hk|2 − η˜k−1
is also same as that of J(k), i.e.,
P¯k|hk|2 ≤ η˜k−1 ⇐⇒ J(k) ≤ 0, ∀k ∈ K, (57)
P¯k|hk|2 ≥ η˜k−1 ⇐⇒ J(k) ≥ 0, ∀k ∈ K. (58)
By combining (54), (55), (57), and (58), the proof of Lemma 6
is thus completed.
E. Proof of Lemma 3
Notice that property 1) follows directly based on (25) in
Theorem 1. Therefore, we only need to show the remaining
two properties in the following.
First, consider property 2). As in property 1), we have
P¯k∗ |hk∗ |2 ≤ η˜k∗−1. It thus follows from (57) that J(k∗) ≤ 0.
Notice that based on (52), we have
J(1) ≤ · · · ≤ J(k) ≤ · · · ≤ J(K). (59)
Therefore, based on J(k∗) ≤ 0, we have J(k) ≤ 0, ∀k ∈
{1, ..., k∗}. Therefore, by using (57) again, we have P¯k|hk|2−
η˜k−1 ≤ 0, ∀k ∈ {1, · · · , k∗}, with η˜(0) →∞.
Similarly, based on P¯k∗+1|hk∗+1|2 ≥ η˜k∗ , we can show that
P¯k|hk|2 − η˜k−1 ≥ 0, ∀k ∈ {k∗+1, · · · ,K}. Hence, property
2) is proved.
Next, consider property 3). Towards this end, in the fol-
lowing, we show η˜k ≤ η˜k−1, ∀k ∈ {1, · · · , k∗} and η˜k ≥
η˜k−1, ∀k ∈ {k∗ + 1, · · · ,K}. It is easy to show that
η˜k − η˜k−1
=
(√
η˜k+
√
η˜k−1
) J(k)√P¯k|hk|(∑k
i=1
√
P¯i|hi|
)(∑k−1
i=1
√
P¯i|hi|
)

 . (60)
Recall that P¯k∗ |hk∗ |2 ≤ η˜k∗ and P¯k∗+1|hk∗+1|2 ≥ η˜k∗ in
property 1), and it thus follows from (54) and (58) that
J(k∗) ≤ 0 and J(k∗ + 1) ≥ 0, respectively. It is easy to
know that η˜k ≤ η˜k−1, ∀k ∈ {1, · · · , k∗} and η˜k ≥ η˜k−1, ∀k ∈
{k∗ + 1, · · · ,K}. Therefore, we have k∗ = argmink∈K η˜k.
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By combing the three properties, this lemma is finally
proved.
F. Proof of Theorem 3
We use contradiction to prove this Theorem. Suppose that
the transmit power of any one particular device i ∈ K is not
used up. In this case, we have µ∗i = 0 based on the com-
plementary slackness condition µ∗i
(
Eν(p
∗
i (ν))− P¯i
)
= 0. It
thus follows from (32) that device i transmits with channel-
inversion power control, i.e.,
pi(ν) =
η(ν)
|hi|2 , (61)
where η(ν) > 0 holds in general. With Rayleigh fading, it
happens that the wireless channel gains can be sufficiently
small, thus leading to sufficiently large transmit power based
on (61). In this case we have
Eν [p
∗
i (ν)]→∞. (62)
This thus contradicts the average transmit power constraint at
device i. As a result, the presumption µi = 0 cannot be true.
With µi > 0, we have that all average power constraints should
be tight in Rayleigh fading channel case, i.e., µk > 0, ∀k ∈ K.
This thus completes the proof of this theorem.
G. Proof of Lemma 5
As problem (40) is convex and satisfies the Slater’s con-
dition, we can solve this problem by applying the KKT
conditions [26]. The Lagrangian of problem (40) is given by
L1=Eν
[
σ2
σ2+ p1(ν)|h1|2 + µ1p1(ν)
]
−µ1P¯1−Eν [aνp1(ν)],
where aν and µ1 denote the non-negative Lagrange multipliers
associated with p1(ν) ≥ 0, ∀ν, and (36), respectively. Let
{popt1 (ν)} denote the optimal solution to problem (40), as well
as {aopt
ν
} and µopt1 denote the optimal Lagrange multipliers.
Thus they must satisfy the KKT conditions as follows:
aν ≥ 0, µ1 ≥ 0, p1(ν) ≥ 0, ∀ν (63)
aopt
ν
popt1 (ν) = 0, ∀ν (64)
µopt1 (Eν(p
opt
1 (ν))− P¯1) = 0 (65)
µopt1 −
σ2|h1|2
(σ2 + popt1 (ν)|h1|2)2
− aopt
ν
= 0, ∀ν, (66)
where (64) and (65) denote the complementary slackness
conditions, and (66) is obtained from the first-order derivative
conditions of L1 w.r.t. p1(ν)’s. Combining (64) and (66), we
obtain the optimal popt1 (ν) in (41). Notice that if µ
opt
1 = 0,
popt1 (ν) approaches infinity and violates (36). Hence, it must
hold µopt1 > 0 and (65) becomes
Eν [p
opt
1 (ν)]− P¯1 = 0, (67)
based on which we can use a bisection search to obtain µopt1 .
Thus, Lemma 5 is proved.
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